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Lynn A. Robinson, M.Ed.,  is an International expert on the
topic of intuition. She is a bestselling author and motivational speaker who 
has helped thousands of clients around the world access the power of their
intuition. She has been sought out locally, nationally and internationally
for her remarkably accurate insights. 

She’s a personable, media-savvy expert who has been featured and 
quoted in Woman’s Day, Redbook, the Boston Globe, the Chicago 
Tribune, the New York Times, USA Today and countless others.  In 
addition to appearing on Anderson Cooper, Lynn has been seen 
on ABC and FOX News. 

Lynn’s seven books have been translated into more than a dozen languages and include:

 • Divine Intuition: Your Inner Guide to Purpose Peace and Prosperity (Jossey Bass)
 • Trust Your Gut: How the Power of Intuition Can Grow Your Business (Kaplan) 
 • LISTEN: Trusting Your Inner Voice in Times of Crisis (Globe Pequot) 

Her most recent book is Put Your Intuition to Work: How to Supercharge Your Inner 
Wisdom to Think Fast and Make Great Decisions (Career Press.)

Lynn has been sought out by celebrities, entrepreneurs and executives for her intuitive advice and 
counsel. She advises business owners, CEOs and other individuals to help them fine-tune their intuition 
as a means of defining their goals. She’s guided many of her clients into making multi-million-dollar 
deals. Lynn’s ability to help her clients tap into their intuition in order to make significant transitions 
in their lives comes from her own firsthand experience.  She knows all too well how stepping into the 
unknown can be filled with fear and uncertainty.  

Whatever the format, Lynn’s message is always the same:  Don’t resist the urge to trust your gut. When 
we follow its wisdom, we are led to success, happiness and inner peace. 

Contact: Lynn@LynnRobinson.com • 800-925-4002 • www.LynnRobinson.com
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Bestselling Author

“Put Your Intuition to Work is a wonderful illustration of the use of 
intuition as a valuable success tool in the workplace. Lynn Robinson 
shows us how we can harness the power of intuition to experience 
more happiness, health, and prosperity in every area of our business 
and personal lives. This is a must read for anyone that would like to 
achieve a higher level of  success!          
      “ - May L. McCarthy, speaker, philanthropist, investor, and bestselling
author of The Path to Wealth; Seven Spiritual Steps for Financial Abundance 

Intuition expert Lynn A. Robinson states that in businesses big and small,
making decisions comes with the territory. But how do you routinely make decisions that 
enhance, not diminish, the bottom line?  You’ll find the answers in her new book - 
Put Your Intuition to Work: How to Supercharge Your 
Inner Wisdom to Think Fast and Make Great Decisions.
Put Your Intuition to Work illustrates the myriad ways you can receive 
this invaluable insight and develop it for practical use in everyday life. 
Intuition is a skill that’s needed in today’s business climate, now more than 
ever. You need it when you’re overwhelmed with data, facts and figures. Or,
in the other extreme, it’s crucial when what you’re planning is so leading 
edge, that there’s no real data to pursue. That’s when you’ll need to trust 
your own powerful gut instincts. And that’s why you’ll need this book.

Robinson is the author of seven books on intuition. She has an international 
reputation as an inspirational speaker, and a gift for making an esoteric topic practical, 
interesting and down-to-earth. Put Your Intuition to Work has an uplifting message 
and powerful advice for anyone interested in supercharging their inner wisdom to make
great decisions.

Our business world has been dominated by left-brain thinkers who have placed high value on 
facts, data and analytics. Is intuitive right-brain thinking a magical skill that only the gifted few 
can know or develop? The answer is a resounding No! 

Put Your Intuition to Work is filled with techniques, stories and ideas to help you learn to 
access and use this powerful inner wisdom that we all possess. This knowledge will allow you 
to… 
• Identify the primary ways that intuition communicates with you.
• Make successful decisions when you don’t have all the facts.
• Grow your trust in using intuition for business success.
• Envision, attract, and create the life you were meant to live.
• Find creative solutions to difficult problems.
• Understand your clients and customers from a unique

vantage point.

Contact: Lynn@LynnRobinson.com • 800-925-4002 • www.LynnRobinson.com
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Divine Intuition: Your Inner Guide to Purpose, Peace and Prosperity
New (Revised and Updated): 10th Anniversary Edition
“Intuition is a gift from the Universe — from God, if you will — that will guide us 
unerringly to the realization of our hopes and dreams,” says Lynn Robinson, author
of this uncommonly readable book. Using personal experience, inspiring quotes, 
simple exercises, and stories from thousands of clients, Robinson demonstrates that 
intuition is a gift from the Universe that anyone can cultivate as an unwavering and 
reliable source of wisdom and guidance.

LISTEN: Trusting Your Inner Voice in Times of Crisis
When you know how to listen to your inner voice in times of crisis, you’ll possess 
an unfailing source of wisdom that will guide you through good times and bad,
moving you steadily through the inevitable crises of life and always toward your
hopes and dreams.

                    
“Once again, Lynn Robinson shows us how to combine the spiritual with the practical. 
Divine Intuition is the result. It shows you how to tap into the Universal wisdom that 
resides in each of us. It’s beautifully written, its message elegantly expressed, and it
provides the tools to live a happy and abundant life.” 
                          - Marci Shimoff, #1 NY Times bestselling author of Happy for No Reason

                    
“An extraordinarily clear, no-nonsense, down-to-earth, utterly 
practical, doable, and believable guide to accessing the 
extraordinary wisdom you already own. The many real-life examples 
and stimulating exercises offer a golden map to live the life your 
heart truly desires. I heartily recommend LISTEN to anyone wishing 
for more inner peace, joy, and success.”
                                   - Alan Cohen, author, I Had It All the Time

Put Your Intuition to Work: How to Supercharge Your Inner Wisdom to 
Think Fast and Make Great Decisions.
Our business world has been dominated by left-brain thinkers who have placed 
high value on facts, data and analytics. Lynn Robinson reveals how top business 
people work with their “Inner CEO” to win big accounts, increase sales, and resolve
critical issues.   
Advance praise for Put Your Intuition to Work:

“Lynn’s newest book is superb! That little voice inside your head 
talking to you?  Lynn understands it! I recommend this book to all my 
business clients and friends because when you can hear that voice 
speaking more clearly, great things fall into place.”
                             - Jon Schallert, President, The Schallert Group, Inc.
      

Contact: Lynn@LynnRobinson.com • 800-925-4002 • www.LynnRobinson.com
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Top Business Execs and Cultural Icons Have Revealed
 that Trusting Intuition is a Major Key to Success

Professional Intuitive

As a Business Intuitive Advisor, Lynn 
has worked closely with clients who face challenges 
and opportunities, and uses her intuition to help 
them successfully navigate their choices. She usually 
works with key executives within an organization. Her 
consulting frequently produces quick results as she can 
get to the heart of an issue without a lot of research, 
helping her clients reach their goals quickly and 
efficiently.

She can help you and your company achieve success 
by enabling you to…

• Make decisions with confidence.
• Achieve your goals more quickly.
• Gain insight into what motivates people.
• Act with better timing.
• Better understand market trends.
• Gain clarity about your vision, plans and next steps.

Here’s what Lynn’s clients 
are saying about her
Intuitive Readings...

“Great sense of humor”
“Spot on!”

“Inspirational”

“I couldn’t run my business
without your insight”

“You quickly clarified my next steps!”

 
A Personal Intuitive Reading will give you 
the guidance and insight you need to work through a 
current hardship, and activate your highest potential and 
life work. Lynn will use her intuitive skills and expertise to 
help you choose the best path to achieve your dreams, 
develop a fresh perspective, and see beyond the limiting 
beliefs you might have of yourself or your situation.

A Reading Can be of Enormous help when you are…

• Facing a new challenge or transition.
• Wanting more out of your personal or work life. 
• Feeling stuck and needing ways to move forward.
• Seeking help with a challenging relationship.
.

Contact: Lynn@LynnRobinson.com • 800-925-4002 • www.LynnRobinson.com
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With a Master’s degree in Education 
and over 25 years of running her highly successful Intuitive
Consulting business, Lynn found time to write seven books
and travel the US and abroad to educate and inspire others
through speaking on the topic of intuition.

Lynn’s presentations consistently receive rave reviews. Robert 
Viamari, Co-Founder of Cape Plymouth Business had this to 
say:        
               Lynn’s presentation was thoughtful and energizing. 
She took an esoteric topic like intuition and truly made clear how it can impact our everyday life 
and our business interactions. She was engaging and humorous and left the audience wanting 
more. Her words of wisdom were truly transformational.

Lynn’s speaking style is inspiring, entertaining and humorous and her content is jam-packed with 
solid information and straightforward advice that will leave your event attendees energized and 
enthusiastic about the exciting times ahead. Lynn understands how to connect with her audience 
to create a powerful session that addresses the topics and issues that matter most. She is highly 
skilled at linking the big picture to immediate opportunities.

“
“

“Robinson has been retained by companies 
large and small to help their employees learn to 

use their intuitive nature.” 
                                                                                                                    - USA TODAY

Keynote / Breakout Sessions:
• How to Listen to Your Inner CEO: Guidance for the Business of Life
• Women’s Intuition: How to Access Your Inner Consultant
• Put Your Intuition to Work! How to Think Fast and Make Great Decisions
• Divine Intuition: Your Guide to Purpose, Peace and Prosperity

Contact: Lynn@LynnRobinson.com • 800-925-4002 • www.LynnRobinson.com
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Intuition - one of the fastest spreading buzzwords in business - has 
become increasingly important to decision makers who are faced 

with the challenge of conflicting or inconclusive information.

Segment Ideas /Interview Topics
How to Listen in the Midst of Change and Crisis: Most 
of America is in the midst of crisis right now. When things 
get challenging, it can be difficult to hear a still, small 
voice. Lynn Robinson shares how to listen to and trust 
our intuition. 

Finding Instant Calm: Hearing the voice of intuition 
requires a relatively calm body and mind. Lynn will 
provide tips on how to quickly calm ourselves so we can 
hear inner wisdom.

How to Break the Worry Habit: Worry can take over the 
entire mind, occupying nearly every thought for days and 
days. It can begin to feel like getting sucked into a whirl-
pool. Lynn will explain how people can manage worry and, 
instead, allow intuitive ideas to provide needed guidance.

Sleep on It! Waiting until morning to make a big decision 
is an age-old piece of advice. Wouldn’t you love to get 
advice while you’re sleeping? Lynn discusses why this bit of 
wisdom is still a great strategy today.

How to Listen to Your Inner CEO: Wouldn’t it be wonderful 
to have an all-knowing guide to help you make the best 
choices in your life? You do! It’s called your intuition. Lynn 
will share tips for getting in touch with your “prosperity 
source” within.

How to Make Successful Decisions: Intuition can be a 
valuable guide whenever you’re facing a decision, large or 
small. Lynn will provide tips and techniques on everything 
from enthusiasm to a crucial 90-second activity. 

Lynn’s appearance on ANDERSON 
for a segment on “Improving Your Luck”

Contact: Lynn@LynnRobinson.com • 800-925-4002 • www.LynnRobinson.com
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Suggested Interview Questions for Put Your Intuition to Work
1. How would you define intuition and where does intuition come from?

2. Listening to a small, still voice when you have to make a quick decision can be difficult.   
 How can people quiet their minds enough to hear, and why is it so important to do so?

3. Many top executives have discussed the importance of trusting their gut through the
 decision making process. Why has this become a more acceptable topic?

4. How can employers and business owners use their intuition to find the best employees?

5. You say people should ask questions of their intuition. How does this work, and what kind
 of questions should people be asking? 

6. “Sleep on it” is an old cliché. Is this still helpful advice, and how does it tie into intuition?

7. You’ve noted that you use a 3-step “Intuitive Business Plan” to grow your successful    
            business. Could you describe that and tell us why it’s helpful?

8. Often times people hear their intuition but ignore it – only to regret that decision later.  
            How can people learn to trust their intuition more fully?

9. How can people use their intuition to create the relationships,
 work opportunities, and abundance they desire? Does using 
 intuition tie into the Law of Attraction? 

10. People often call you when they’re stuck in a rut or 
 overwhelmed. You suggest a daily technique that gets people 
 going in the right direction again.

11. How can intuition help someone get back on track after a 
 setback such as a business setback or loss of a job?

12. You write in your book about some tips to overcome worry. 
 Could you share some of  these?
 
13. Can intuition help someone win the lottery?
 (Lynn has a funny story about this!)

Contact: Lynn@LynnRobinson.com • 800-925-4002 • www.LynnRobinson.com
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If you would like to interview Lynn or you’re interested in 
having her speak at your corporate event, association or 

organization, please use the contact methods below. 

  Trusting your gut. Using your 6th Sense. 
    Having a hunch. These are all ways of 
    describing your built-in intuition or 
    guidance system. We all have it.
                 - Tim Cook, CEO of Apple Computer 

Contact: Lynn@LynnRobinson.com • 800-925-4002 • www.LynnRobinson.com
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To read more inspiring quotes from business leaders 
and cultural icons download your free copy of 

50 Inspiring Quotes to Help You Put Your Intuition to Work 
by clicking here. 
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